AMENDMENTS TO THE DRAFT REPORT OF THE BUDGETARY AND FINANCE COMMITTEE CONTAINED IN DP/L.337/Add.4, 6, 7, 8 AND 10

Rapporteur: Miss Mariam Al AWADHI (Kuwait)

DP/L.337/Add.4: Agenda item 7(a) (iii), (iv) and (vi)

1. In paragraph 9, line one: after the word "recommended", delete the words "only two reclassifications" and insert "against all reclassifications with the exception of two, from the P-5 to the D-1 level".

2. In paragraph 12, line three: after the words "in addition to", delete the word "what" and insert the words "the three that the".

3. In paragraph 12, line six: after the word "level", insert "as had been recommended by ACABQ".

4. In paragraph 15, page seven, line 16: after the words "and four", insert the words "rather than six".

5. In paragraph 15, last line: delete "D-2", and insert the words "Assistant Executive Director"; and, to the end of the sentence, after "Council" add "in the context of the future role of UNFPA".

6. In paragraph 16, line three: after the word "session", insert "on the basis of documentation submitted by the Executive Director,".
1. In paragraph 3, page four, line six: **delete** the words "it was agreed", and **insert** the words "several members suggested". To the end of the same paragraph, **add** the following sentence: "Other delegations expressed the view that it was not the place of the Committee to **establish** a choice of the studies and reports on the basis of priority criteria since this choice had already been made, on the political level, within the High-level TCDC Meeting and that the results recorded in decision I/80/8 of the High-level Meeting, approved by consensus in the same way as had been all decisions of this Meeting, could not be **modified in this Committee nor by the Governing Council."

2. After paragraph 3, **insert** the following additional paragraph 4:

   "Several delegates felt that the over-all financial management role of the Budgetary and Finance Committee required that all decisions with financial implications referred to it must be seen in the context of UNDP's financial resources as a whole. Some delegations indicated that they were not in favour of the Agencies using their regular budgets for purposes of TCDC activities." **Renumber** the existing paragraphs which follow accordingly.

3. In existing paragraph 7, page five, line six: **delete** the words "Viewed in this light", and **insert** "In this connexion the administration observed that". At the end of the same paragraph, **add** the following sentence: "It was also stated by the administration that, according to the relevant Governing Council decision adopted in 1977, the Programme Reserve was authorized to be used for financing the studies in question."
4. To the end of the draft report on item 8(a), add the following new paragraph: "An amended text of the draft report was proposed by several delegations and subsequently adopted by the Committee."

**DP/L.337/Add.7: Agenda item 10(h)**

1. At the end of paragraph 6, add the following sentence: "Some delegations noted, notwithstanding, that many developing countries would be unable to utilize their IPFs to cover these costs."

2. To the end of the draft report on item 10(h), add the following new paragraphs:

9. "One member took exception to the charge by the UNIDO representative that financing had not been forthcoming, pointing out that, in fact, UNDP financing for SIDFA services had been available to date at a level above the delivery of actual services."

10. "After the discussion the Budgetary and Finance Committee approved the draft decision contained in document DP/GC/XXVII/BFC/CRP.10/Rev.1."

**DP/L.337/Add.8: Agenda item 7(d)**

1. In paragraph 3, line eight: delete the word "activities", and insert the word "review".

2. On page five, paragraph 8, line three: delete the word "Several" (members) and insert the word "Some".
3. On page 7 the first word of the subtitle should be amended to read: "Accumulated" (instead of Accumulating).

4. On the same page, paragraph 13, line six: between the words "One delegate" and the word "indicated", insert "said that countries with national non-convertible currencies have the right, according to the financial rules of UNDP to make their voluntary contributions in their national currencies and".

5. In paragraph 13, lines eight and nine: replace the words "to more efficiently use" with the words "for the more efficient use of".

6. In paragraph 13, line nine: after the word "currency", insert the following sentence: "He also stated that the holdings of his country's currency had decreased by 25 per cent during the last two years."

7. On page 8, after paragraph 16, insert a new paragraph 17 to the effect that a decision reflecting the foregoing discussion had been adopted. Renumber the last paragraph.

DP/L.337/Add.10: Agenda item 10(k)

In the last line of the paragraph: delete the words "without further amendment or change", and insert "in the light of the Working Group's discussions as finally reflected in documents WGOC/32/Corr.1 and DP/WGOC/32/Add.1/Corr.1."